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Abstract— An abstract is a brief summary of to analyze: (1)
Comparison between student mathematics learning outcomes
taught by Realistic mathematical approach model with Means
Ends Analysis model (2) comparison of mathematics learning
outcomes of students who have high creative thingking skills and
low creative thingking skills (3) interaction between learning
model and creative thingking style towards student mathematics
learning outcomes. The sample was divided into two classes, the
experimental one class taught with the realistic mathematic
approach model and the experimental two class taught with the
Means Ends Analysis model. The data in this study were
analyzed by two-way ANOVA. The results of the study show
that: (1) From the results of the calculation of the hypothesis
obtained Fcount = 80,02. For the distribution value of Ftable = 3.99
then this result shows that Fcount> Ftable so that gives a decision
that Ho is rejected and Ha is accepted. The research hypothesis
proposed meaning that the mathematics learning outcomes of
students taught realistic mathematic approach model are higher
than the mathematics learning outcomes of students who are
taught by Means Ends Analysis model. (2) From the results of the
calculation of the hypothesis obtained Fcount = 8,81. For the
distribution value of Ftable = 3.99 then this result shows that
Fcount> Ftable so that gives a decision that the research hypothesis
proposed is mathematics learning outcomes of students who have
a high creative thingking skills are higher then low creative
thingking skills (3) From the results of hypothesis calculations
obtained Fcount = 7,42. For the distribution value of Ftable = 3.99
then this result shows that Fcount> Ftable so that gives a decision
that Ho is rejected and Ha is accepted. The proposed research
hypothesis is that there is an interaction between learning models
and creative thingking skills towards student mathematics
learning outcomes.
Keywords— Learning Model; Realistic Mathematical; Means
Ends analysis model; Creaive Thinking

I. INTRODUCTION
Education is an important thing in human life as a means
to improve the quality of Human Resources. Through
education, various aspects of life are developed in the learning
process so that it can have a direct impact on human life.
Mathematics is a subject that is taught at every level of the
school, which plays a significant role in the world of
education. Mathematics has contributed a lot and made a
significant contribution to the progress of human civilization.
According to Nuriadin (2013) studying mathematics, can be

used as a means to develop the ability to think and solve
calculation problems. Until now, only a few people
understood the importance of learning mathematics. To
overcome this problem, a variety of new methods were made
in teaching mathematics. Teachers are required to be more
creative and innovative in teaching mathematics lessons to
students, so that mathematics can be more fun and interesting
to learn. But in reality teachers / educators teach mathematics
not in accordance with mathematical characteristics. So that
the basic mathematical abilities of students are still low, they
often have difficulty communicating the resolution process.
To improve the learning outcomes, then a teacher must be able
to choose and determine the learning model in accordance
with the subject matter and student learning needs. One
solution is to implement a learning model.
One alternative learning model that can improve creative
thinking skills is learning that provides space for students to
be able to find and build their own concepts and can develop
students' thinking skills. The learning model that can be
applied is Realistic Mathematics Education (RME). Realistic
Mathematics Education learning model is an approach that
places the reality and experience of students as the starting
point of learning where students are given the opportunity to
construct their own formal mathematical knowledge through
existing reality problems.
Means Ends Analysis learning model is one of the learning
models which is a variation of learning with solving
Suherman's problem (2008: 6). The presentation of material in
this learning model was carried out with Suherman's heuristic
problem solving approach (2008: 6). Because the presentation
of material presented is based on heuristics, the presentation of
material is not done by routine algorithms satay (destination).
In addition to learning factors that are more focused on the
learning model used, other factors that influence student
mathematics learning outcomes are the ability to think
creatively. The ability to think creatively is one of the
mathematical abilities so that it becomes one thing that is very
important in learning mathematics because mathematical
material is understood and understood through creative
thinking which is done by practicing solving mathematical
problems. The ability to think creatively is one of the basic
capital that must be possessed by students to face competition
in the global era. The importance of creative thinking skills to
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be developed is also reflected in the educational objectives of
the national education goals National Education Law Number
20 of 2003 article 3 namely to develop potential students to
become human beings who believe and fear the Almighty
God, have noble character, are healthy, knowledgeable,
capable creative, independent, and a democratic and
responsible citizen.
II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
A. Mathematics learning outcomes
Arikunto (2012: 49) suggests that learning outcomes are
the results obtained after learning activities, learning outcomes
are expressed in the form of numbers, letters and words such
as good, medium and less. Supatmono (2009: 5) states that
mathematics is a science that is not far from the reality of
human life. Still in Supatmono, etymology, mathematics
originates in the Latin language manthanein or mathemata
which learns or things learned. In Dutch it is called wiskude or
exact science which is all related to reasoning. Sri Esti
Wuryani (2002: 72-73) states about Mathematics learning
namely "One important principle is that most elementary
school children are still in the stage of concrete operational
development. This means that lessons in elementary school
must be as concrete as possible and truly experienced.
Mathematics Lessons should use concrete objects to show
concepts and let students manipulate objects representing
mathematical principles. Based on the description above, it
can be concluded that vocational mathematics learning is a
process that occurs between instructors and learners as a result
of ideas, processes and reasoning that aims to create an
understanding of mathematical concepts, use reasoning on
patterns and traits, problem solving, communicating ideas and
attitudes appreciate the usefulness of mathematics in life.
B. Creative Thingking
According to Uno (2013) states that creative thinking is a
form of thinking, trying to find new relationships, get answers,
methods or new ways to respond to a problem, or produce new
artistic forms. According to Johnson (2013: 289) suggests that
creative thinking is looking for opportunities to change things
for the better. Creative thinkers see themselves living in a
context, family context, school, city, or ecosystem, and they
try to improve this context. According to Haerudin (2011:
289) creative thinking is a thought process to find something
that can change or improve any condition so that it becomes
better. So that the opinion implies that the benefits of creative
thinking are changing one's condition from the bad to the
better.From the above theory it can be concluded that creative
thinking is a form of thinking to find new answers, methods or
new ways of responding to a problem to solve a problem.
C. Learning Model
Arends (2012: 22) states the teaching model leads to a
particular learning approach including its purpose, its syntax,
its environment, and its processing system. Trianto (2011: 22)
states that the learning model is a plan or pattern that is used
as a guide in planning classroom learning or learning in a

tutorial to determine learning tools. Learning models are
conceptual frameworks that describe systematic procedures in
organizing learning experiences. to achieve certain learning
goals and serve as a guide for learning designers and
instructors in planning teaching and learning activities.
The learning model is an attempt to reach the goals that
have been found. Associated with teaching and learning, the
learning model is interpreted as general patterns of activities
of teachers and students in the realization of teaching and
learning activities to achieve the goals outlined.
D. Realistic Mathematical
The realistic mathematics learning approach is an
alternative learning approach used in teaching and learning
activities. In order for the learning process to run well, of
course, it must have principles in its implementation. In
realistic mathematics learning there are principles of learning.
Marpaung (2003: 5-6) says the main principles of learning
mathematics in PMR are: (1) Principle of Activity. This
principle states that mathematics is a human activity.
Mathematics is best learned by doing it yourself; (2) Principles
of Reality. This principle states that mathematics learning
starts from real-world problems that are close to student
experience (realistic problems for students). (Note: realistic
for students means not always related to the real world, can
also be from another world but can be imagined by students).
If mathematics is taught apart from the experience of students,
then mathematics is easily forgotten; (3) The Principle of Gap.
This principle states that students' understanding of
mathematics through various levels is from finding (to invent)
informal contextual solutions to schematization. Then the
acquisition of insights and resolutions formally; (4) Braid
Principles. This principle states that mathematics material in
schools is not broken into aspects (learning strands) that are
taught separately; (5) Principles of Interaction. This principle
states that learning mathematics can be viewed as a social
activity other than as an individual activity; (6) Guidance
Principle.
E. Means Ends analysis model
According to Rahmawati (2013) states that Means is a tool
or method that can be used to solve problems, while Ends
Analysis is the ultimate goal of a problem. According to
Fitriani (2009) states that Means Ends Analysis is a process or
way to solve problems into two or more sub-objectives and
then worked in succession in each of these subobjectives.According to Suherman (2008) states that Means
Ends Analysis is a learning model of variation between
problem solving methods and syntax that presents material in
heuristic-based problem solving approaches, elaborates into
simpler sub-problems, identifies differences, arranges subproblems so that connectivity occurs. From the description
above it is clear that a Means Ends Analysis method is a
varied learning model between problem solving methods and
the syntax in presenting the material using a heuristic-based
problem solving approach, namely solving a problem in two
or more sub-objectives.
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III. METHODOLOGY
This research was carried out at SMK 7 Medan. The study
was carried out in March 2019 in class X . The sample in this
study consisted of two classes namely class X-PM1 totaling
34 students as an experimental class, and class X-PM2
totaling 34 students as a control class. The experimental class
and control class are taken by Cluster Random Sampling
technique, which is the technique of taking samples from the
population randomly without regard to the strata in the
population. The variables in this study are PMR and MED
learning models as independent variables, students
'mahematics learning outcomes as dependent variables and
students' creative thinking as moderator variables. The
research design was done by Postes Only Control Group
Design and can be seen in TABLE I.

8,81 and price table for  = 0.05 with dk (1) obtained Ft =
3,99 so it canstated Fh (8,81)> Ft (3,99). students who have a
high creative thingking at the level of trust  = 0,05 the truth
has been tested
Results of Calculation of Interaction Between Learning
Model and Creative Thingking Against Student Mahematic
Learning Outcomes done with Factorial 2 x 2 ANOVA
obtained results Fh calculation = 7,42 with table price Ft for
the confidence level () of 0.05 with dk = 1 is Ft = 3,99 so it
can be stated Fh (7,42)> Ft (3,99), thus can concluded the
hypothesis statement research which states: there interaction
between learning models and creative thingking towards the
results of learning mahematics students have tested the truth at
the level significant α = 0,05.
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